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Nutritional quality of vegetables is affected by several steps

in the food chain. Up to now the effects of these different

steps are mostly studied separately. We propose the cooper-

ation between plant breeding and food technology by using

food technological parameters as breeding traits to identify

genetic loci associated with food processing. An example

of mechanistic studies of glucosinolate losses during cooking
is used to discuss requirements, possibilities, challenges

and benefits of such an integrated approach with the final

aim to breed for vegetables with higher retention of glucosi-

nolates, as example for other phytochemicals, during food

processing.
Introduction
Food quality, including nutritional quality, is affected by
many steps in the food supply chain like cultivation, stor-
age, industrial processing, packaging and domestic prepara-
tion (Dekker, Verkerk, & Jongen, 2000). Optimizing the
chain for food quality can be done by changing the condi-
tions of handling the food and its ingredients throughout the
chain Verkerk et al. (2009). Plant-based raw materials for
food products are known to often have large variation in
initial quality related product properties like the content
of certain (micro-) nutrients or phytochemicals. Dekker
et al. (2000) estimated the variability of phytochemical
content at each step in the food chain to 5e10-fold, which
can lead to a 100-fold differences at the level of the con-
sumer (Dekker et al., 2000). Insights from plant science,
e.g. plant breeding, can be exploited to enhance the initial
quality, e.g. by increase the content of a health promoting
component in the raw material. In this paper we aim to
demonstrate that not only this initial quality can be
increased by genetic improvement of the staring material
through plant breeding, but also the dynamic behaviour of
quality attributes throughout the food supply chain can be
optimized by adapting the genotype of the plants through
plant breeding. We will give an example of enhancing the
nutritional quality of Brassica vegetables by breeding for
an increased retention of certain phytochemicals, glucosi-
nolates (GLs), during processing and preparation. In order
to do this, food scientists have to collaborate with plant sci-
entists to exchange knowledge and information.

In the subsequent sections existing studies on breeding
for food quality traits are reviewed, followed by the intro-
duction of phytochemicals as a quality attribute, the GLs
as an example of phytochemicals studied in the food chain
and the mechanisms and kinetics of glucosinolate (GL)
losses during processing. The main point of view of this
paper is discussed at the end: how insights from food
and plant sciences can be usefully joined by breeding
Brassica vegetables for GL retention during food
processing.
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Breeding for food quality traits
Introduction to principles of marker assisted breeding

Many agriculturally important characteristics of a crop
such as yield, disease resistance, sugar or vitamin content
are controlled by many genes and are known to breeders
as quantitative traits. The regions within genomes that
are associated with a particular quantitative trait are known
as quantitative trait loci (QTL) (Collard, Jahufer, Brouwer,
& Pang, 2005). Phenotypic variation for the trait of interest
is the first step to find the associated genetic differences
(Koornneef, Alonso-Blanco, & Vreugdenhil, 2004). As
illustrated in Fig. 1, two parents, with phenotypic variation
for the trait of interest, are used to develop segregating
Fig. 1. Introduction to quantitative genetics based on Collard et al.
(2005) on the example of the quantitative trait “broccoli size” and
the application of marker-phenotype-relations in marker assisted

breeding.
populations, which are the progeny of the cross with each
genotype/line containing different combinations of the
parental genomes through genetic recombination. The
segregation of parts of the parent genome (containing mo-
lecular markers and genes) is caused by chromosome
recombination (crossing-over) during meiosis, which is
the basis of genetic map construction. Using molecular
tools (scoring of molecular markers throughout the segre-
gating population) genetic (linkage) maps can be con-
structed. By combining these maps with quantitative
phenotypic information associations can be detected be-
tween the phenotype and molecular markers, the so called
QTLs (Collard et al., 2005).

It is important to realize that quantitative traits are not
only affected by allelic variation in genes, epigenetic
changes which affect the expression of genes, but also by
the environmental conditions during growth. By statistical
experimental designs, plant breeders quantitatively separate
the environmental effects from the genetic effects, with the
aim to cross the QTL with beneficial alleles into commer-
cial cultivars. For this purpose, marker assisted selection
(MAS) is an efficient, reliable and cost-effective method
compared to conventional breeding (Collard et al., 2005).

Genetic studies with prior knowledge of the trait
An example of a breeding strategy for affecting a quality

attribute of a processed food product is the breeding for
improving the colour of potato chips. QTL for the colour
of potato chips after frying were identified by Li et al.
(2008). A too dark colour of potato chips, a negative quality
attribute, is a result of the Maillard reaction, a reaction be-
tween free amino groups and reducing sugars occurring at
high temperatures. A high amount of reducing sugars re-
sults in dark colour during frying and formation of the toxi-
cologically suspect compound acrylamide, whereas a high
starch content and a low amount of reducing sugars results
in lighter colours. For the genotyping, primers were partly
selected based on known genes involved in sugar and starch
metabolism. The authors identified several QTL for chip
quality and most significant QTL were detected at genetic
loci, which encode enzymes involved in carbohydrate
metabolism. Another example is given by Simons et al.
(2012) who studied the genetic effects of bread making
quality traits in spring wheat using a segregating popula-
tion. Gluten, consisting of the main two proteins glutenin
and gliadin, affects the rheological (viscoelastic) properties
of dough and hence plays a major role in dough strength
and baking performance. The authors complemented the
genetic map with molecular markers based on the DNA se-
quences of high and low molecular weight glutenins. A ma-
jor QTL, explaining 47e63% of the phenotypic variation
for three dough mixing time parameters and bread making
performance, was identified at the genomic region where
also the high molecular weight glutenin gene mapped.

Both studies clearly illustrate the advantage of the use of
mechanistic knowledge from food scientists to study the
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Fig. 2. Intrinsic food quality attributes that are most important to food
scientists (Van Boekel, 2009).
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genetics related to food quality attributes and identify
allelic variation of the genes causally related to the varia-
tion in these attributes.

Genetic studies without prior knowledge of the trait
In contrast to the studies presented in the previous sec-

tion, the following examples of quantitative food process-
ing traits have in common that the molecular mechanisms
affecting the trait are not known. Yongbin et al. (2012)
mapped QTL for the popping characteristics of popcorn
in a segregating population that was evaluated for three
different food processing traits, popping volume, popping
fold and popping rate and identified QTL for all three
popping characteristics. The explained phenotypic variation
by each QTL varied from 6.2% to 29.5%, depending on the
trait and the environment in which the population was
grown. Furthermore, the authors identified a significant
genotype � environment interaction, showing that the
QTL are dependent on the environment.

Wright and Kelly (2011) studied the canning quality of
black beans (Phaseolus vulgaris L.), which is determined
by a strong colour, intact beans and a desirable texture af-
ter canning. The final colour might be influenced by the
initial anthocyanin levels in the black bean seed coat
and the amount of leaching into the cooking water; how-
ever, the molecular mechanisms determining the leaching
rate are unknown. A segregating black bean population,
derived from a cross of a high yielding parent with low
colour retention and a parent with acceptable colour reten-
tion, was evaluated in four years. Seven QTL related to
canned bean colour were identified, which shows the
complexity of the trait. QTL could be identified for most
traits, despite a strong interaction between environment
and traits.

QTL mapping for the rheological properties during
dough making from barley flour was performed by Wang,
Yang, McNeil, and Zhou (2010) using a segregating popu-
lation. A shorter time to peak viscosity and lower pasting
temperature are favourable for malting and food process-
ing. Lower pasting temperatures are related to starches
with low amylose content, but also other components, as
lipids, protein and beta-glucan, affect flour pasting proper-
ties. The study showed that flour pasting quality traits are
quantitatively inherited, with many QTL explaining be-
tween 4% and 15% of the phenotypic variation. Flour
pasting quality is also affected by the growth environment
as the identified sets of QTL were depending on the
growing years and environments.

The examples on traits without knowledge on the exact
molecular mechanisms show that breeding for improve-
ment of food processing traits does not necessarily require
the detailed understanding of the biochemical pathways.
The position of the QTL in the genome can assist in finding
causal genes in the QTL region for species with genome
sequence information and may even help to identify under-
lying mechanisms occurring during food processing.
Phytochemical concentration as a food quality
attribute

The presented studies on breeding for food quality traits
cover several aspects of food quality, mainly related to
colour, texture and taste. Food quality can be generally
described as “satisfaction of consumer expectations” and
food quality attributes as product properties that are rele-
vant to determine the quality (Van Boekel, 2009). Food
quality can be decomposed into extrinsic and intrinsic qual-
ity attributes: extrinsic attributes are linked to the product
but are not a property itself, e.g. price, acceptability for reli-
gious reasons, the way of production, brands, and intrinsic
quality attributes are the properties of the product itself, e.g.
texture, taste, nutritional value, chemical and microbiolog-
ical safety. A selection of intrinsic food quality attributes is
illustrated in Fig. 2, which are the focus of food scientists
since they are measurable attributes (Van Boekel, 2009).
Phytochemical content, taken as a case study in this article,
belongs to the quality attribute “nutritional value”.

Phytochemicals occur in plant-based foods. For humans,
phytochemicals are non-essential nutrients, but they have
been linked to reduced incidence and progression of a range
of diseases. Many phytochemicals supplied in purified form
as dietary supplements either lose their bioactivity or
behave differently compared to whole foods (Liu, 2003;
Martin, 2012). Several epidemiological studies report evi-
dence for a reduced risk of disease through a higher con-
sumption of fruit and vegetables (Liu, Wang, Leng, & Lv,
2013; Martin, 2012; Willett & Stampfer, 2013). Further-
more, fruit and vegetables can be rich in dietary fibre
(0e40% for vegetables; 0e16% in fruit), for that reason
they can be of low energy density (Dhingra, Michael,
Rajput, & Patil, 2012). Despite the convincing beneficial
effects the fruit and vegetables consumption is below the
recommended intake (400 g per capita per day) in Northern
Europe and North America; only a small minority of the
world’s population reaches the recommended intake
(USDA/DHHS, 2010; WHO, 2003).

Glucosinolates in the food chain
To partly compensate for the low consumption of fruit

and vegetables several actors in the food chain are inter-
ested in the development of products with high contents
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of phytochemicals; however, the effects of different steps in
the food chain are investigated mostly separately. In Fig. 3
the relations between the different actors in the food chain
are illustrated using GLs, as the example for phytochemi-
cals, in vegetables. Food technologists study the effects of
processing methods on the GL contents (Nugrahedi,
Verkerk, Widianarko & Dekker, 2013; Verkerk et al.,
2009). Food technologists and horticulturists have common
research areas in post-harvesting processes, such as
ripening, deterioration and changes of GL contents
(Cartea & Velasco, 2008). Furthermore, horticulturists
study the effect of cultivation practices and climate
(Francisco, Cartea, Soengas, & Velasco, 2011), which is
in common with plant breeders who study genotype � envi-
ronment interaction. Additionally breeders investigate the
genetic regulation of GL metabolism and apply this knowl-
edge to develop vegetables with high GL content, such as
the broccoli rich in glucoraphanin (Sarikamis et al.,
2006). In order to retain high GL levels at the stage of con-
sumption and increase the intake by the consumer, we
believe that the expertise of the different actors should be
combined through collaborations.

During handling in the food chain, the GL concentra-
tions in the vegetables, and other quality attributes, change
with time which can be well characterized by a kinetic
approach. Kinetic models are valuable tools to describe
these changes over time. The obtained kinetic parameters
(e.g. rate constants) can be used as phenotypic traits to
identify genetic markers related to changes in GL content
during storage, handling and food processing. Furthermore,
a higher extent of combination of the different disciplines
possibly leads a lower variability throughout the food
chain.
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Possibilities of breeding for glucosinolate retention
during food processing
The glucosinolateemyrosinase system & associated
health benefits

GLs are b-thioglucosides N-hydroxysulfates with a
sulphur-linked b-D-glucopyranose moiety and a variable
side chain derived from different amino acid precursors.
GLs co-exist with an endogenous enzyme myrosinase (b-
thioglycosidase) in the plant tissue, but are physically sepa-
rated. Upon tissue damage GLs are hydrolyzed by the
endogenous enzyme myrosinase giving rise to a range of
breakdown products (isothiocyanates, nitriles, epithioni-
triles, thiocyanates). The structure of the GL, the reaction
conditions (e.g. pH), presence of additional cofactors (e.g.
Fe2þ) and proteins (e.g. epithiospecifier protein (ESP))
determine the type of breakdown product formed (Fahey,
Zalcmann, & Talalay, 2001).

The actual bioactive compounds are the enzymatic
breakdown products of GLs rather than the intact GLs.
Especially isothiocyanates are related to anticancer prop-
erties (Bones & Rossiter, 2006). Nitriles, in particular
sulforaphane nitrile, is associated with lower protective ef-
fects than the corresponding isothiocyanate (Matusheski
& Jeffery, 2001). Brassica vegetables are commonly
consumed after cooking, where myrosinase has been
inactivated. GLs can still be converted into beneficial iso-
thiocyanates by the intestinal flora, although the conver-
sion rate is 3e10 times lower compared to ingestion
of uncooked Brassica vegetables. Therefore, a high con-
tent of intact GLs in the vegetables at the stage of con-
sumption may be beneficial for health (Conaway et al.,
2000; Shapiro, Fahey, Wade, Stephenson, & Talalay,
1998).
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Effects of food processing on the glucosinolate
concentrations

The level of GLs and health promoting breakdown prod-
ucts in vegetables can be lowered substantially during food
processing. The processes causing these changes have been
described as a) leaching of GLs and breakdown products
into the cooking water, b) enzymatic degradation of GLs,
c) inactivation of myrosinase and d) heat degradation of
and breakdown products (Fig. 4) (Dekker et al., 2000).

In order to breed for reduced losses of GLs during food
processing, quantitative traits related to mechanisms of GL
loss have to be identified that show phenotypic variation,
(partly) caused by genetic variation. During almost all
food processes involving heat (blanching, cooking, steril-
izing, etc.), myrosinase is quickly inactivated. The main
mechanisms responsible for GL losses during processing
are therefore leaching and thermal degradation. We will
briefly review the literature on observed differences in
leaching of GLs and therefore explore the possibility to
breed for higher GL retention during processing. Subse-
quently, a more extensive description of a research
approach to elucidate the genetic determinants of GL ther-
mal degradation will be given as an illustration of the main
concept of this viewpoint.

Leaching of glucosinolates
Leaching of GLs into the cooking water causes the ma-

jority of GL losses during boiling and is dependent on the
type of vegetable used, the size of (cut) vegetable pieces,
the applied water: vegetable ratio and the boiling time
and method (Dekker et al., 2000; Nugrahedi et al., 2013).
Many studies have investigated the effect of boiling on re-
tained GL levels; however, results across studies are diffi-
cult to compare due to the wide range boiling methods
applied, especially vegetable: water ratios. Also many
studies do not study specifically leaching losses and only
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Fig. 4. Possible changes in the glucosinolateemyrosinase system during food
could take place sequentially or simultaneously and to d
report the total loss observed due to all possible mecha-
nisms. The studies that report quantitative information on
leaching as a separate mechanism during processing are
described below and possible phenotypic variation that
could be associated with genetic variation is presented.

Cooking reduced total GL content of cabbages by more
than 50%, mainly due to leaching. A higher extent of leach-
ing was reported in a leafy Brassica napus type compared
to four Brassica oleracea types, which is probably related
to a thinner wax layer of the B. napus type. The structure
of the cabbage (leafy or headed type, B. oleracea) revealed
only small differences in leaching, but an increased surface
by shredding promoted leaching (Rosa & Heaney, 1993). In
two broccoli cultivars, short time boiling significantly
reduced the concentrations of glucoraphanin (aliphatic
GL) and glucobrassicin (indolic GL), though the retention
of both GLs was slightly higher in the cultivar Marathon
compared to Booster (Jones, Frisina, Winkler, Imsic, &
Tomkins, 2010). For five different vegetables differences
of 30% in leaching are reported, however boiling times var-
ied slightly between the vegetables (Cieslik, Leszczynska,
Filipiak-Florkiewicz, Sikora, & Pisulewski, 2007). In
contrast, Francisco, Velasco, Moreno, Garc�ıa-Viguera, and
Cartea (2010) did not find significant variety � cooking
method interactions for any GL in five varieties of turnips
greens (leaves) and turnip tops (young sprouting shoots)
(Brassica rapa). Furthermore, for five different cauliflower
cultivars boiling and blanching showed differences in GL
losses only for some cultivars and some GLs (Volden,
Borge, Hansen, Wicklund, & Bengtsson, 2009).

The presented studies on leaching of GLs show variation
between different vegetable species and to a lower extent
between cultivars and indicate a potential to breed for
less leaching of GLs, however systematic and mechanistic
studies are lacking. Hence, systematic studies with well-
defined plant material, grown under the same conditions
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and several processing time points are needed, to evaluate
potential variation. In order to identify QTL for leaching
in future research, it is essential that the leaching losses
of lines from a segregating population are quantified in a
uniform way. A good way to do this is by a kinetic model-
ling approach as described by Sarvan, Verkerk, and Dekker
(2012). In short, this method is using the GL content of
both the water and vegetable phase at different processing
times (and temperatures if appropriate) at a known water:
vegetable ratio. By fitting the kinetic model to the data, a
rate constant for leaching for each vegetable line is ob-
tained. These rate constants can subsequently be used for
QTL analysis in a similar way as described before. If
QTL can be identified, breeding for vegetables with lower
leaching losses can be done in an efficient way.

Glucosinolate thermal degradation
Thermal degradation of GLs refers to the chemical

degradation induced by heat without the influence of myr-
osinase (Oerlemans, Barrett, Suades, Verkerk, & Dekker,
2006). It has been reported that the thermal breakdown
products are mainly simple nitriles and not the favourable
isothiocyanates (Hanschen, Platz, et al., 2012; Williams,
Critchley, Pun, Chaliha, & O’Hare, 2009). Nitriles don’t
show biological activity at dietary levels (Jeffery &
Araya, 2009). Therefore, thermal degradation can be seen
as an undesired process during heating.

The chemical structure of a GL and the timeetempera-
ture profile applied during food processing influence GL
thermal degradation (Oerlemans et al., 2006). Hanschen,
Rohn, Mewis, Schreiner, and Kroh (2012) showed differ-
ences in thermal stability depending on the chemical struc-
ture of the GL and on the pH of the reaction environment.
Bellostas, Sorensen, Sorensen, and Sorensen (2008)
demonstrated that ferrous ions (Fe2þ) catalyze thermal
degradation. The presence of both vitamin C and ferrous
ions in a buffer solution even further enhanced the thermal
degradation rate due to redox-cycling of ferric ions (Fe3þ)
by vitamin C; however, the degradation in the buffer solu-
tion was lower compared to a broccoli sprout matrix
(Hanschen, Bauer, et al., 2012). Differences in thermal
degradation speed of chemically the same GLs in five
different Brassica vegetables have been described by
Dekker, Hennig, and Verkerk (2009). The explanation for
the observed differences is unknown since these vegetables
were not only different in their genetic background
(cultivar/type) but also in stage of maturity, growing loca-
tions and storage conditions. Rosa and Heaney (1993)
found differences in GL thermal degradation in three head-
ing cabbage cultivars.

Based on the literature information mentioned above it
is interesting to research the possibility that thermal degra-
dation rate is generically regulated and can be explained
partly by QTL in the Brassica genome. To our knowledge,
we were the first group investigating genetic effects of GL
thermal degradation during food processing. Thermal
degradation was studied in a mechanistic way by heating
plant material for several times and kinetic modelling was
applied to determine degradation rate constants of 100 indi-
vidual lines from a segregating population. Observed
degradation rates varied 3- to 9-fold throughout the popula-
tion, depending on the GLs. These degradation rate con-
stants were used as a quantitative phenotypic trait to
identify QTL (Hennig, Verkerk, Dekker & Bonnema,
2013). It was shown that indeed multiple QTL are associ-
ated with GL thermal degradation, explaining a part of
the observed variation between the different genotypes.
Furthermore, GL thermal degradation was influenced by
the growing season, which is a common phenomenon of
quantitatively inherited traits (Hennig, Verkerk, Bonnema,
& Dekker, 2012; Hennig et al., 2013). The identified
QTL can be used in marker assisted breeding to select for
genotypes with decreased GL thermal degradation and
serve as a starting point to identify genes, for which allelic
differences cause variation in GL thermal degradation. Sub-
sequently, identified genes can serve as starting point to
reveal the biological mechanisms related to thermal
degradation.

Challenges of breeding for vegetables with improved
food processing properties

To study genetic effects of food processing traits, as sug-
gested in the previous paragraphs, it is essential to quanti-
tatively asses the processing properties for a large number
of individuals in segregating populations. To obtain a pop-
ulation with substantial variation in the trait of interest,
vegetable accessions and cultivars that exhibit large differ-
ences in the trait can be crossed to develop segregating pop-
ulations for genetic mapping studies. Various genetic
techniques are available to develop such segregating
populations.

Following the development of the populations, the ma-
jor challenge for studying food processing traits is the
number of samples involved. Farnham, Simon, and
Stommel (1999) stated that the challenge in enhancing
phytonutrient content is, that a plant breeder needs to anal-
yse a large number of plant samples and that the collabora-
tors responsible for the characterization of phytonutrient
content, such as nutritionists, biochemists, do not always
understand the nature of plant breeding and the necessity
of large populations in a breeding effort. Combining the
requirement of large populations (100e200 individuals)
with mechanistic studies of food processing, where several
time points and replicates for processing are needed, will
result in at least 1000 samples (>10 data points � >100
individual plants).

Studying the gene � environment interactions of food
processing traits is another challenge leading to a further in-
crease in the number of experiments and analysis as shown
for the cooking time in beans (Garcia et al., 2012) and for
GL thermal degradation (Hennig et al., 2012, 2013). Recent
advances in development of high-throughput analytical
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methodologies will facilitate the analysis of such high sam-
ple numbers. A possible workflow for the identification of
genetic loci regulating phytochemical retention is presented
in Fig. 5A.

Conclusion
In order to improve specific quality attributes of plant

foods, breeding for quantitative food processing traits is a
promising and challenging approach. As shown in this
viewpoint paper, it has potential in the improvement of
the nutritional quality of food products by combining the
disciplines food science and plant science to select and
breed for varieties with not only higher initial amounts of
phytochemicals but also with a high retention during pro-
cessing. It has been shown that food science knowledge en-
ables genetic research on food processing traits. Also food
scientists benefit from collaborating with plant scientists,
getting insight in genetic variation and using genetic infor-
mation to elucidate mechanisms that are responsible for the
changes in specific product properties. In Fig. 5B the ben-
efits of the collaboration between food and plant scientists
are summarized. Hence, the application of the knowledge
of two different disciplines can increase the efficiency of
crop development. This paper describes several required in-
teractions between the two disciplines in order to present a
new approach to retain the nutritional quality of food dur-
ing processing. The discussion was performed on the
example of the glucosinolates, but the approach can be
generalized to other quality attributes of plant foods that
are affected by food processing.
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